The Gödel High Range IQ Test by Dr Jason Betts
See the Score and Norming Data File at www.psiq.org/lux for the submission instructions and guidelines.
The use of the internet and all reference materials is recommended to research all terms not fully understood.
Most answers are only one word, but three may be up to five word phrases, describing one specific thing.
Each item has multiple answers, weighted from 1 to 4. There is a total of lots more than the item numbers.
This is a philosophical test of lateral and divergent thinking, and not one of simplistic logical convergence.
Consider the clues and expand on them, and then step back and see the bigger picture in absolute terms.
Sometimes the answer is not directly related to the clues, sometimes it is - but it should jump out at you.
Submit only your best answer for each item, which will be graded from 1 to 4 only after 30 submissions.
•

Sky : Colour = f{what colour is the sky?}

•|•

Sheldrake : Van Allen = f{what is Earth?}

•|•|•

God : Define = f{what word defines God?}

•|•|•|•

Frame : Look = f{who is in the Mona Lisa?}

•|••|•

Descartes : Cognito = f{what is human consciousness?}

•|••|••

Light : Silver = f{what does a vampire see in the mirror?}

••|••|••

I : Identity = f{what am I for all I that could be I and not I?}

•|•••|•

Mandelbrot : Alice = f{how many dimensions fit in this fractal?}

•|•••|••

Self : Depletion = f{what x increases when x is subtracted from x?}

••|•••|••

Bach : Fugue = f{I see him here I seek him there where do I find him?}

••|•••|•••

Wonderland : Matrix = f{how many impossible things before breakfast?}

•|••••|•

Zero : Zeno = f{what is x as divided by zero, as x becomes x divided by zero?}

•|••••|••

Absurd : Parallax = f{from what perspective are Escher's constructs wholly real?}

••|••••|••

Value : Creation = f{what is the most precious thing to be thankful for in the world?}

••|••••|•••

Turing : Stop = f{how do you know when you are ready, self-aware or always steady?}

•••|••••|•••

Möbius : Manifold = f{what is one and also many that cannot be seen but always been?}

